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In this paper, we propose a hybrid modelling and control design scheme for an unmanned helicopter. This control structure
has a hierarchical form with three layers: the regulation layer, the motion planning layer, and the supervision layer. For each
layer, a separate hybrid controller has been developed. Then, a composition operator is adopted to capture the interactions
between these layers. The resulting closed-loop system can flexibly command the helicopter to perform different tasks,
autonomously. The designed controller is embedded in the avionic system of an unmanned helicopter, and actual flight test
results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control structure.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen an increasing research interest in un-
manned helicopters due to their wide range of applications.
Compared with fixed-wing airplanes, helicopters have ad-
vantages such as vertical taking-off/landing and capability
of hovering, which makes them more suitable to fly in urban
areas. However, the flight control of an unmanned helicopter
is highly non-trivial and and imposes several technical and
theoretical challenges (Ollero & Merino, 2004). Therefore,
we are interested in building a control architecture that is
tractable for theoretical analysis and meanwhile flexible
enough to enable an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to per-
form different missions autonomously. A typical mission
is composed of several tasks for which separate controllers
are required to be designed. Then, a decision-making unit
needs to be embedded to coordinate the controllers based
on assigned tasks. Hence, the control structure of a UAV
has a hybrid nature, which includes both continuous and
discrete dynamics that interactively coexist in the system
(Sobh & Benhabib, 1997). It is common to treat the discrete
and continuous dynamics of the UAVs in a decoupled way
(Dong, Chen, Cai, & Peng, 2007; Fatemi, Millan, Steven-
son, Yu, & O’Young, 2008), which simplifies the design
procedure. However, the ignorance of the discrete dynam-
ics and its coupling effect on the continuous dynamics of
the system is questionable and may degrade the reliability
of the system (Karimoddini, Lin, Chen, & Lee, 2009).

To address these challenges, one solution is to use hy-
brid modelling and control theory to uniformly model and
handle both discrete and continuous dynamics of the system
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(Antsaklis & Nerode, 1998). To explore the applications of
hybrid modelling and control theory in the sophisticated
structures of UAVs, in Bayraktar, Fainekos, and Pappas
(2004), a hybrid controller is developed for the control of the
altitude and turning rate of a fixed-wing UAV. For quadro-
tors, in Gillula, Huang, Vitus, and Tomlin (2010), a hybrid
model for the backflip manoeuvring is provided for which a
forward reachability analysis guarantees the switching se-
quence for correct execution of the task. Similarly, in Naldi,
Marconi, and Gentili (2009), a robust reachability analysis
is given for taking-off and landing of a ducted-fan aerial
vehicle. When the vehicle is landing, upon contacting with
the ground, the control dynamics will be changed. So, the
hybrid controller pushes the switching sequence to safely
land on the ground. In Frazzoli, Dahleh, and Feron (2000),
the path planning of a UAV helicopter is translated to a
robust hybrid analysis problem and the results are verified
through simulation, and in Schouwenaars, Mettler, Feron,
and How (2003), a hybrid controller for the velocity con-
trol of a helicopter is provided where mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) is used for the optimal reference gen-
eration. In contrast, in this paper, instead of focusing on a
specific task, our aim is to propose a framework for the hy-
brid control of a UAV helicopter so that it can autonomously
accomplish the assigned mission. To reduce the complexity
of the system and to facilitate the design procedure, we have
developed a hierarchical control structure in a systematic
way to distribute the control tasks among the layers. The
use of hierarchical control and its application to coordina-
tion problems have been studied for a long time (Findeisen
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et al., 1980; Mesarović, Macko, & Takahara, 1970); how-
ever, considering the concept of hierarchical control within
hybrid framework still is a challenging problem.

Hence, the contribution of this paper is that first we
have proposed a formal hierarchical hybrid modelling and
control approach for UAV systems. The proposed control
system has three layers: the regulation layer, which is
responsible for the low-level control; the motion planning
layer, which is responsible for path generation to be
followed by the regulation layer; and the supervision layer,
which is the decision-making unit and is responsible for
managing the switching scenario to perform a mission
autonomously. Each layer has been modelled with an
input/output hybrid automaton (Lynch, Segala, & Vaan-
drager, 2003). Then, we have introduced a composition
operator to synchronise the layers and capture the interplay
between them. The existing definitions of composition
operators either are only useful for fully connected systems
(Johansson, 2005), or cannot refine the discrete transitions
or states of the system (Lynch, Segala, & Vaandrager,
2001; Rashid & Lygeros, 1999). In contrast, in this paper,
a new composition operator is proposed that is able to be
used for partially connected systems and can refine the
discrete transitions and states in an efficient way.

Finally, the designed controller is implemented on the
NUS UAV helicopter (Peng et al., 2009), and real flight tests
are conducted to evaluate the proposed hybrid control struc-
ture. The flight test results show that the designed control
system can be effectively involved in a complex mission
composed of several tasks.

The remaining parts of this paper are organised as fol-
lows. First, in Section 2, the model of the NUS UAV he-
licopter is described to be used in our further derivations.
Then, in Section 3, a hierarchical hybrid framework has
been developed for this UAV helicopter and the layers of
this hierarchy are discussed in detail. The experimental re-
sults are presented in Section 4, and finally, the paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. The UAV model and structure

Before developing a hybrid controller for a UAV helicopter,
its model and structure are briefly explained in this section.
Here, the test-bed is the NUS UAV helicopter (Figure 1),
which is developed by our research group in the National
University of Singapore. This helicopter is a Raptor-90 heli-
copter, which is equipped with an avionic system, including
the onboard computer system, the sensors, and the actuators
that together generate the control signals for an automatic
flight. The construction procedure of such an autonomous
UAV is described in Cai, Feng, Chen, and Lee (2008), the
hardware details are explained in Cai, Peng, Chen, and Lee
(2005), and its low-level flight control performance is dis-
cussed in Peng et al. (2009).

Based on the first-principle modelling approach detailed
in Cai, Chen, Lee, and Lum (2008), a nonlinear dynamic

Figure 1. An autonomous UAV helicopter.

model for the NUS UAV helicopter has been obtained,
which is highly accurate in a wide range of flight envelope.
Using the trust-region dogleg method, the obtained model
then has been linearised at the hovering state in which the
linear and angular velocities, the pitch angle, and the roll
angle of the UAV are close to zero (Cai, Chen, Peng, Dong,
& Lee, 2006). To capture the UAV dynamics, it is required
to consider two coordinate systems. The moment and force
equations must be derived in a moving coordinate system
whose origin is located at the centre of gravity of the UAV,
whereas to obtain the net displacement of the UAV, we need
to consider a fixed coordinate system that is centred in
the flight starting point. The moving and fixed coordinate
systems are called the body frame and the ground frame,
respectively.

Deriving the force and moment equations in the body
frame of the UAV and linearising the resulting nonlinear
model at the hovering state will result in the following
model:

ẋin = Axin + Bu, (1)

where xin = [Vx (m/s) Vy (m/s) ωx (rad/s) ωy (m/s) φ(rad)
θ (rad) ã1(rad) b̃1 (rad) Vz (m/s) ωz (rad/s) wzf (rad/s)]′

is the internal state of the system. Here, Vx, Vy, and
Vz are the linear velocities; ωx, ωy, and ωz are the an-
gular velocities; φ is the roll angle; θ is the pitch an-
gle; ã1 and b̃1 are the flapping angles, and wzf is the
state variable of the gyro rate that introduces a first-
order differential equation to capture the effect of δpedal

(Peng, Cai, Chen, Dong, & Lee, 2006). Furthermore, u =
[ δroll (rad) δpitch (rad) δcol (rad) δpedal (rad) ]′ is the vector of
the control input signals, to be given to the servos to control
the angle of the blades and to drive the UAV in different di-
rections. Finally, w = (uwind, vwind, wwind) is the wind gust
disturbance where uwind, vwind, wwind affect the UAV veloc-
ities in the x-, y-, and -directions, respectively. The state
and input matrices A and B of the corresponding linearised
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model, and the disturbance matrix E are as follows:

A =
[

A2 08×3

03×8 A1

]
, B =

[
B2 08×2

03×2 B1

]
,

E =
[

E2 08×1

03×2 E1

]
,

where

A1 =
⎡
⎣−0.6821 −0.1070 0

−0.1446 −5.5561 −36.6740
0 2.7492 −11.1120

⎤
⎦ ,

B1 =
⎡
⎣ 15.6491 0

1.6349 −58.4053
0 0

⎤
⎦ , E1 =

⎡
⎣−0.5995

−1.3832
0

⎤
⎦ ,

B2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0.0496 2.6224
2.4928 0.1740

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, E2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.1778 0
0 −0.3104

−0.3326 −0.2051
0.0802 −0.2940

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

A2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−0.1778 0 0 0
0 −0.3104 0 0

−0.3326 −0.5353 0 0
−0.1903 −0.2940 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0

0 −9.7807 −9.7808 0
9.7807 0 0 9.7807

0 0 75.7640 343.86
0 0 172.620 −59.958
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 −8.1222 4.6535
0 0 −0.0921 −8.1222

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

To obtain the net displacement of the UAV, xout, we
should first obtain the velocity vector in the ground frame
as a fixed coordinate system, and then, the integration of
the velocity vector in the fixed frame will yield the net
displacement:

ẋout = �′(�)Cxin, (2)

where xout = [x (m) y (m) z (m) ψ (rad)]′. Here, x, y, and
z describe the position of the UAV in the ground frame, ψ

Figure 2. The diagram of the UAV model.

is its heading angle, and � = [φ, θ , ψ]T is the orientation
vector. Matrix C and the block �(�) are as follows:

C =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,�(�) =

[
R(�) 0

0 1

]
,

where the block R(�) is a transformation matrix from the
ground frame to the body frame and it has the following
form:

R(�) =
⎡
⎣ cos θ cosψ

−cos φ sinψ + sin φsin θ cosψ
sin φ sinψ + cos φsin θ cosψ

cos θ sinψ −sin θ

cos φ cosψ + sin φsin θ sinψ sin φ cosθ
−sin φ cosψ + cos φsin θ cosψ cos φ cosθ

⎤
⎦ .

(3)

The model diagram of the UAV helicopter is depicted
in Figure 2. In the next section, we will discuss about the
control design for this semi-linearised model of the UAV
within the hybrid modelling and control framework.

3. Hybrid modelling and control of an unmanned
helicopter

3.1 Hierarchical hybrid modelling and control of
an unmanned helicopter

To design a fully autonomous controller for this helicopter,
we propose a hierarchical hybrid control structure that con-
sists of three layers: the regulation layer, the motion plan-
ning layer, and the supervision layer. Each layer has a hy-
brid structure and is responsible to do a specific task. The
relation between these layers can be described by hybrid
composition operator. Figure 3 shows the overall picture of
this system and describes the nature and objectives of each
layer. The philosophy behind this hierarchy is that the lower
levels are involved in more details such as reference track-
ing and stability analysis, while the higher levels mostly
manage and coordinate the control scenarios to achieve
the assigned task. The advantage of this structure is that it
simplifies the design procedure so that each layer can be de-
veloped to accomplish a particular part of the control task.
Next, we will describe the layers of this control hierarchy.
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1782 A. Karimoddini et al.

Figure 3. Hierarchical hybrid control structure of an autonomous
UAV helicopter.

3.2 The regulation layer

The regulation layer is directly connected to the UAV
avionic system and can manipulate the actuators and gather
the sensors reading for the control process. It also receives
the task scheduling commands from the motion planning
layer to activate proper control modes. For different veloc-
ities and situations, different controllers can be designed.
For example, in Cai, Chen, Dong, and Lee (2010), sev-
eral controllers have been designed for different modes of
operation of the NUS UAV helicopter. Then, the higher
layers are responsible to activate the proper control modes.
To elaborate the idea of hierarchical control, without loss
of generality, here we consider two control modes for the
regulation layer of this UAV as described in the following
parts.

3.2.1 Velocity control mode

In the velocity control mode (vc), one can stabilise the
attitude of the helicopter and control the UAV to move with
the desired velocity vector (vxr

, vyr
, vzr

) and the desired yaw
rate, wzr

. For this purpose, we will use an H∞ controller by
which both the robust stability and a proper performance
of the system can be achieved, simultaneously. To design
a H∞ controller, first, looking at matrices A, B, and E in
Equation (1), it can be seen that the model is a decoupled
system with two separate subsystems as follows:

ẋ1 = A1x1 + B1u1 + E1w1, (4)

ẋ2 = A2x2 + B2u2 + E2w2, (5)

where x1 = [Vzb
(m/s) ωzb

(rad/s) wzf (rad/s)]′, u1 =
[δcol δpedal]′, x2 = [Vxb

(m/s) Vyb
(m/s) ωxb

(rad/s)
ωyb

(rad/s) φ (rad) θ (rad) ãs (rad) b̃s (rad)]′, and u2 =
[δroll (rad)δpitch (rad)]′.

Now, starting with subsystem 1, and using the notation
analogous with Chen (2000), we define the measurement
output simply as the state feedback in the form of y1 =

C11x1 with C11 = I. Also, we define the controlled output
h1 in the form of h1 = C12x + D12u, where

C12 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

02×3

3.1623 0 0
0 3.1623 0
0 0 1.7321

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

D12 =
⎡
⎣ 44.7214 0

0 28.2843
03×2

⎤
⎦ . (6)

The non-zero entries of C12 and D12 are used for tuning
the controller. Here, they are determined experimentally
to achieve the desired performance. Meanwhile, the H∞
design guarantees internal stability and robustness of the
system. Indeed, H∞ control design reduces the effect of
the wind gust disturbance on the control performance, by
minimising the H∞ norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix
from the disturbance w to the controlled output h1, denoted
by T1. The H∞ norm of the transfer function T1 is defined
as follows:

‖T1‖∞ = sup
0≤ω<∞

σmax[T1(jω)], (7)

where σmax[∗] denotes the maximum singular value of the
matrix ∗.

Having the matrices C12 and D12, one can find γ ∗
∞,

which is the optimal H∞ performance for the closed-loop
system from the disturbance input w to the controlled output
h1 over all the possible controllers that internally stabilise
the system. As practically γ ∗

∞ is not achievable, we will try
to reach γ ∞, which is slightly larger than γ ∗

∞.
With this choice of the control parameters, D11 and D12

are full rank and the quadruples (A1, B1, C12, D12) and
(A1, E1, C11, D11) are left invertible and are free of invariant
zeros. Therefore, we have a so-called regular problem, for
which we can use the well-established H∞ control theory
(Chen, 2000). As it was mentioned, the resulting closed-
loop system suboptimality minimises the H∞ norm of the
transfer function from the disturbance w to the controlled
output h1. As a result, F1 is the H∞ control gain that can be
achieved as follows:

F1 = −(D′
12D12)−1(D′

12C12 + B ′
1P1), (8)

where matrix P1 is the positive semi-definite solution of the
following H∞ algebraic Riccati equation:

A′
1P1 + P1A1 + C ′

12C12 + P1E1E
′
1P1/γ

2 − $P1B1

+C ′
12D12)(D′

12D12)−1(D′
12C12 + B ′

1P1) = 0. (9)

For this system and these control parameter values,
the value of γ ∗

∞ is 1.4516. Choosing γ ∞ = 1.4616,
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International Journal of Control 1783

Figure 4. The controller for the velocity control of the UAV.

Figure 5. The controller for the position control of the UAV.

will lead to F1 =
[

−0.0935 −0.0005 0.0027
0.0008 0.0364 −0.0481

]
. The

same procedure can be followed for subsystem
2, and the resulting feedback gain will be F2 =[

0.0017 −0.1683 −0.0486 0.0081 −1.9336 −0.1974 −0.3227 −2.1444
0.0815 −0.0461 −0.0087 −0.0535 −0.3908 −1.0690 −1.1712 −0.4659

]
.

Then, considering these two subsystems together, the con-
trol law will be in the form of u = Fxin + Gr (Figure 4),

where matrix F =
[

F2 0
0 F1

]
was obtained through the robust

H∞ design technique, G = −(C(A + BF)−1B)−1 is the
feedforward gain, obtained from the inverse of the system
steady-state gain, and r = (Vxr

, Vyr
, Vzr

, Vwr
)′ includes the

linear and heading velocity references.

3.2.2 Position control mode

The control objective in the position control mode (pc) is
to drive the UAV to follow the desired path. In other words,
the state variable xout should track the given reference r.
The control law for this operation mode is u = Fxin +
G�Kp(r − xout). As it is shown in Figure 5, this controller
consists of two layers: the inner loop and the outer loop.
The inner-loop controller stabilises the attitude of the UAV,
and its parameters, F and G, are selected as the same as the
velocity control mode. The outer-loop controller, however,
smoothly drives the UAV to the desired position r = (xr, yr,
zr, �r). In the outer loop, the block � is used to compensate
for the transformation matrix �′, as they have the property
that ��′ = I, and Kp is a P-controller. In Karimoddini,
Cai, Chen, Lin, and Lee (2010), a tractable procedure has
been proposed for the design of a decentralised P-controller,
Kp, for multi-variable systems, based on the generalised
Nyquist theorem and disturbance analysis.

3.2.3 Hybrid model of the regulation layer

Now, we can present the hybrid model of the regulation
layer based on what explained for each control mode. Both

control modes have the same plant dynamics ẋin = Axin +
Bu; however, the control law in the velocity control mode
is u = Fxin + Gr , and in the position control mode is u =
Fxin + G�Kp(r − xout).

The graph representation of the hybrid model of the
regulation layer is shown in Figure 6. Formally, this hy-
brid model of the regulation layer can be described by a
hybrid automaton (Liu et al., 1999; Lynch et al., 2003),
HR = (VR, XR, UR, YR, fR, InitR, InvR, ER, GuardR, ResetR,
hR), where

• VR = {start, vc, pc} is the set of discrete states, where
vc and pc stand for the velocity control mode and the
position control mode, respectively. The start mode
is used for the initialisation of the system to choose
either of the modes.

• XR = [xin, xout]′ is the continuous state of the
system.

Figure 6. The hybrid model for the regulation layer.
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1784 A. Karimoddini et al.

• UR = UDR
× UCR

is the input space, where UCR
=

r ⊆ R
4 is the continuous control input, and UDR

=
{cmdV , cmdP } is the set of discrete inputs. The
subscripts denote the corresponding ending discrete
states in Figure 6. For instance, cmdP is the command
that fires a transition to the position control mode.

• YR = YDR
× YCR

is the system output, where here,
YCR

= xout and YDR
= VR feedback the current state

of the system to the motion planning layer to be able
to generate appropriate reference signals.

• fR: VR × XR × UR → XR is the vector field descrip-
tion of the system that is defined as follows:

ẋ = fR(v, x, u)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if v = start[
(A + BF )xin + BGr

�′Cxin

]
if v = vc

[
(A+BF )xin − BG�Kpxout + BG�Kpr

�′Cxin

]
if v = pc

• InitR = {(start, 0)} ⊆ VR × XR is the set of initial
states of the UAV.

• InvR ⊆ VR × XR × UR is the invariant condition.
Here, it is required that for both discrete modes, z > 0,
vx, vy, vx < 3.5 m/s, ωz < 15 deg/s and a, b, θ, φ <
π
6 .

• ER ⊆ VR × VR is the set of discrete transitions.
Here, E = {(start, vc), (start, pc), (pc, vc), (vc, pc),
( pc, pc), (vc, vc)}.

• GuardR : ER → 2XR×UR describes the guard condi-
tions for the discrete transitions. For each discrete
transition from the vertex v to v′, the continuous state
of the system and the control input should belong to
Guard(v, v′). For instance, in Figure 6, when the sys-
tem is in mode vc, the control input cmdP can cause
a transition to the mode pc. In the guard map for this
transition, no condition has been considered on the
continuous state of the system, and only the discrete
control input is used for the guard condition.

• ResetR : ER × XR × UR → 2XR describes the reset
map. For instance, z′ ∈ Reset(v, v′, z, w) shows that for
(v, v′) ∈ ER, z ∈ XR, and w ∈ UR, there is a transition
for which the continuous state of the system will be
reset to z′. Here, the reset map is an identity map
as there is no jump on the continuous state of the
system. when the reset map is an identity map, it is
not shown in the graph representation.

• hR: VR × XR → YR is the output map. Here we have
h(v, x) = xout.

3.3 Motion planning layer

Based on the feedbacked information received from the
regulation layer, the motion planning layer can activate the
corresponding control mode in the regulation layer and can

generate proper control references in the form of a feasible
path to be tracked by the regulation layer. The path gen-
eration mechanism could be done in an offline manner or
through a dynamic path planning mechanism.

3.3.1 Offline path generation mechanism

In this method, based on the problem requirements, a
proper path can be generated and stored in the library of
the system. As an example, we explain a motion planning
layer that has been used in our flight tests using the offline
path generation mechanism. The hybrid automaton for this
model of the motion planning layer is HP = (VP, XP, UP,
YP, fP, InitP, InvP, EP, GuardP, ResetP, hp) where Xp =
(rx, ry, rz, rψ ) is the continuous state of the motion planning
layer, and indeed, it is the generated reference that is going
to be given to the regulation layer. The discrete state is Vp =
{Startp, PathZp, PathCp, Ascendp, Hoverp, Velp, Descendp,
Emergencyp} where Startp, PathZp, PathCp, Ascendp,
Hoverp, Velp, Descendp, and Emergencyp stand for starting
the task, zigzag path tracking, circle path tracking, ascend-
ing, hovering, generating velocity references, descending,
and emergency mode, respectively. Here, the control signal
is Up = UCp

× UDp
where UCp

= XR is the current state
of the system that is feedbacked from the regulation
layer and UDp

= {cmdPathZ, cmdPathC, cmdAscend, cmdHover,
cmdVel, cmdDescend, cmdEmergency} is the command received
from the supervision layer. When the motion planning
layer receives one of these commands, it switches to the
corresponding discrete mode. Yp = YDp

× YCp
is the layer

output. Here, YCp
= XP is the continuous part, which

informs the supervision layer about the current state of
the motion planning layer and also, it will be given to the
regulation layer as the generated reference to be tracked.
YDp

= YDpr
× YDps

is the discrete output signal where
YDps

= Vp is given to the supervisor to inform about the
current discrete mode of the motion planning layer, and
YDpr

= {cmdp, cmdv} is the command that activates a
proper control mode in the regulation layer:

YDpr
=

{
cmdp for Vp = PathCp, PathZp, Ascendp, Descendp

cmdv for Vp = Velp, Emergencyp, HoverP

The dynamics of the motion planning layer is

Ẋp(v) = [ ẋr ẏr żr ψ̇r ]T

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(0, 0, fza
(t), 0) v = Ascendp fza

(t) > 0
(0, 0, fzd

(t), 0) v = Descendp fzd
(t) < 0

(fxpc
(t), fypc

(t), fzpc
(t), f�pc

(t)) v = PathCp

(fxpz
(t), fypz

(t), fzpz
(t), f�pz

(t)) v = PathZp

(fxv
(t), fyv

(t), fzv
(t), f�v

(t)) v = Velp
(0, 0, 0, 0) v = Emergencyp, Hoverp

In the graph representation for the hybrid model of the
motion planning layer, all discrete states are connected, and
the command cmd∗ can fire a transition to the state ∗. There
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Figure 7. Control structure of the UAV.

is no guard condition and jump for the discrete transitions.
As this graph is tedious, we have not shown it here.

3.3.2 Online path generation mechanism

Here, the objective is to generate the references in an online
way to be tracked by the regulation layer. The basic path
planning problem in which a robot have to be driven from
the start point towards the destination point while respect-
ing the constraints, is a standard optimal control problem
and has been addressed with different methods such as
potential function, MILP, cell decompositions, and proba-
bilistic road maps (Latombe, 1990). But, these methods are
not able to address more advance path planning problems
when there are number of goals with a particular order of
execution. The alternative solution is to utilise symbolic
motion planning approaches (Belta et al., 2007; Karimod-
dini & Lin, 2013) by which it is possible to generate a path
associated with a sequence of symbols, which can follow
logical supervisory rules. For this purpose, one can intro-
duce an abstract system ẋp(t) = fp(xp(t), up(t)), which is
simpler than the original model of the regulation layer as it
ignores some unnecessary information. This abstract sys-
tem should be approximately similar to the regulation layer
dynamics so that the regulation layer can follow the gen-
erated reference. To elaborate the idea, let us work on the
design of the motion planning layer for one of the NUS UAV
helicopters that is involved in a leader–follower formation
mission as a follower. As we explained, for the regulation
layer of this helicopter, we have used a multi-layer con-
trol structure whose inner-loop controller stabilises the sys-
tem using H∞ control design techniques and its outer loop
is used to drive the system towards the desired position
(Figure 7). Assuming that the inner loop is fast enough to
track the given references (Karimoddini, Cai, Chen, Lin,
& Lee, 2011), the inner loop can be approximated by an
identity matrix. Therefore, the regulation layer dynamics
is approximately ẋp = up, where xp is the outer-loop state
variable, and up is a control parameter, which should be
designed by the formation algorithm.

Considering the follower velocity in the form of
Vfollower = Vleader + Vrel, we can imagine a relative coor-
dinate system in which the leader has a relatively fixed po-
sition and hence, the formation problem is reduced to drive
the follower UAV towards the desired position. For this pur-
pose, in Karimoddini, Lin, Chen, and Lee (2013), we have
introduced a hybrid symbolic approach based on spheri-
cally partitioning of the space. Consider a sphere SRm

with
the radius of Rm that is centred at the desired position. The
sphere is partitioned into several sectors as shown in Fig-
ure 8. To reach the formation, the system’s trajectory should
reach one of the sectors adjacent to the sphere’s origin, and
to maintain the formation, the system trajectory should re-
main there forever. Meanwhile, the follower UAV should
avoid the collision with the leader UAV. These tasks can be
achieved by properly driving the system trajectory through
the partitioned space. Since the motion planning dynamics
have a linear form, the control up can be constructed as the
convex combinations of control signals on the vertices, so
that the system trajectory either remain inside one of the
sectors or exit from a desired facet. The resulting control
signal is in the form of up(cmd∗) = ∑

vm
λmuvm

(cmd∗),
m = 0, 1, . . ., 7, where 0 ≤ λm ≤ 1 are coefficients,
uvm

(cmd∗) are the control values at the vertices, and
cmd∗ is the discrete command, which could be cmdR,

Figure 8. A spherically partitioned space.
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Figure 9. The hybrid model for the motion planning layer for a formation mission.

cmdK, or cmdC that stand for the commands for reach-
ing the formation, keeping the formation, and collision
avoidance, respectively. Further details about this online
path generation mechanism are available in Karimoddini
et al. (2013). Using this method, the hybrid model for
the motion planning layer of the follower unmanned he-
licopter is HP = (VP, XP, UP, YP, fP, InitP, InvP, EP,
GuardP, ResetP, hP), where Xp = (rx, ry, rz, rψ ) is the
continuous state of the motion planning layer. The dis-
crete state is Vp = {Startp, Hoverp, ReachFormationp,
KeepFormationp, CollisionAvoidancep}. Similar to the pre-
vious case, the control signal is Up = UCp

× UDp
where

UCp
= XR , and UDp

= UDpr
× UDps

. The set UDps
=

{cmdH , cmdR, cmdK, cmdC} is the command received
from the supervision layer, and UDpr

is the the informa-
tion about the current discrete mode of the regulation layer.
The subscripts R, K, C, and H stand for reaching the forma-
tion, keeping the formation, collision avoidance, and hov-
ering, respectively. The output is Yp = YDp

× YCp
, where

YCp
= XP is the continuous part and YDp

= YDpr
× YDps

is the discrete output signal where YDps
= Vp is the dis-

crete output to be given to the supervisor to inform about
the current discrete mode of the motion planning layer,
and YDpr

= {cmdp, cmdv} is the command that activates a
proper control mode in the regulation layer:

YDpr
=

⎧⎨
⎩

cmdv for Vp = HoverP

cmdp for Vp = ReachFormationp,

KeepFormationp, CollisionAvoidancep.

The dynamics of the motion planning layer is as
follows:

ẋp(v) = [ ṙx ṙy ṙz ṙψ ]T

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
vm

λmuvm
(cmdR) for m = 0, 1, . . ., 7,

v = ReachingFormationp∑
vm

λmuvm
(cmdK ) for m = 0, 1, . . ., 7,

v = KeepFormationp∑
vm

λmuvm
(cmdC) for m = 0, 1, . . ., 7,

v = CollisionAvoidancep

0 for v = Hoverp.

The transitions for this hybrid model are shown in the
graph representation of the system in Figure 9.

3.4 Supervision layer

This layer is responsible for the decision-making and task
scheduling for the mission that should be performed by
the UAV. The supervision layer can be presented by a
purely discrete automaton (Ramadge & Wonham, 1989)
or a timed automaton (Alur & Dill, 1994), which are sub-
classes of hybrid systems. Using the offline path planning
mechanism for the motion planning layer, described in the
previous section, a supervision layer has been designed
for a typical mission shown in Figure 10. This mission
starts with 8 m ascending, followed by 15 s hovering, 60 s
zigzag path tracking, 35 s velocity control, 42 s circle path
tracking, 20 s hovering, and 8 m descending. The mission
ends with hovering. For safety issues, when the measured
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Figure 10. The supervision layer for a mission with successive tasks generated with offline path generation mechanism.

signals are out of range, the fuel level sensor alarms or
other possible problems occur, a fault signal is generated,
which leads the system to the emergency mode. The dis-
crete states and corresponding discrete outputs are shown in
Figure 10. These discrete outputs are commands that acti-
vate a control mode in the motion planning layer. The input
space of this layer is in the form of Us = UCs

× UDs
, where

UCs
= YCps

= XP is the current state of the path planner,
and UDs

= UDse
× UDsp

where UDsp
= YDps

= Vp is the in-
formation about the current discrete mode of the motion
planning layer, and UDse

= {cmdStartMission, Fault} are the
external events generated by the other sources. Here, the
command cmdStartMission is generated by the ground station,
and the command Fault is generated by the UAV event
generation mechanism for faulty cases (e.g., when the mea-
surement values are out of range).

As another example, using the motion planning layer
for the online path planning, a supervisor has been de-
signed for a follower UAV involved in a formation mis-
sion as shown in Figure 11. It starts with the hover-
ing. When the follower receives the event cmdStartFormation

from the leader, it switches to the ReachFormations mode.
If the supervisor detects a collision alarm, an event
cmdCollisionAlarm will be generated and the system switches to
the CollisionAvoidances mode. Disappearing the collision
alarm, the command cmdAlarmRemoved causes a transition to
the the ReachFormations mode to resume the formation. Fi-

nally, when the formation is achieved, the system switches to
the KeepFormations mode. The input space for this supervi-
sor is in the form of Us = UCs

× UDs
where UCs

= YCps
=

XP is the current state of the path planner, and UDs
=

UDse
× UDss

× UDsp
where UDsp

= YDps
= Vp is the set of

events received from the motion planning layer, UDss
=

{cmdCollisionAlarm, cmdAlarmRemoved, cmdKeepFormation} is the
set of events observed by the supervisor, and UDse

=
{cmdStartMission, cmdStartFormation, cmdEndFormation} is the set
of external events received from other sources such as the
ground station or the leader UAV. The output is in the
form of YS = YDs

= {cmdR, cmdK, cmdC, cmdH , cmdE}.
These commands activate a proper control mode in the mo-
tion planning layer. The transitions and other details can be
seen in Figure 11.

3.5 Synchronising the layers of the control
hierarchy

To establish such a hierarchy, it is required to introduce a
composition operator to synchronise the layers of the con-
trol hierarchy and to capture their relation (Karimoddini
et al., 2011). In Johansson (2005), a definition of parallel
composition for fully connected hybrid systems is intro-
duced. The resulting closed-loop system for such a sys-
tem is an autonomous unit which cannot be extended to a
multi-agent scenario or a multi-layer structure. In Lynch
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Figure 11. The supervision layer for a formation mission.

et al. (2001) and Rashid and Lygeros (1999), a more gen-
eral definition of composition of hybrid systems has been
given in which the components need not to be fully con-
nected. However, in this method, the elements only coexist
in the combined system and there is no refinement on the
transitions and states of the closed-loop system. In contrast,
here, a new definition of the composition operator is given
for hybrid systems that can be used for hybrid multi-agent
systems or a multi-layer hybrid system. Furthermore, it con-
siders a treatment on the discrete transitions and states of the
composed system, which leads to a more simplified system.
First, we need to define the composability condition.

Definition 3.1: Composability of hybrid automata
Hybrid automata H1, H2, . . ., Hn are composable, if

(1) Yi

⋂
Yj = ∅, Vi

⋂
Vj = ∅, Xi

⋂
Xj = ∅ for all

i �= j and i, j = 1, . . . , n,
(2) Ui\Yi = ∅ for all i = 1, . . . , n.

The first condition avoids the conflict between the com-
ponents and the second condition guarantees the casuality
condition.

Definition 3.2: Composition of hybrid automata
Consider two composable hybrid automata H1 = (V1, X1,
U1, Y1, f1, Init1, Inv1, E1, Guard1, Reset1, h1) and H2 =
(V2, X2, U2, Y2, f2, Init2, Inv2, E2, Guard2, Reset2, h2).
The composition of H1 and H2, denoted by H1‖H2, is the
automaton H = (V, X, U, Y, f, Init, Inv, E, Guard, Reset, h),
where

• V = V1 × V2 and X = X1 × X2;
• U = (U1\Y2) × (U2\Y1) and Y = Y1 × Y2 (see

Figure 12);

• h : V × X → Y, where h =
[

h1 : V1 × X1 → Y1

h2 : V2 × X2 → Y2

]
;

Figure 12. Input and output channels.

• f: V × X × U → X, and f (v, x, u) =
[
f1(v1, x1, u1)
f2(v2, x2, u2)

]
=[

f1(v1, x1, (u1\y2, u1 ∩ y2)
f2(v2, x2, (u2\y1, u2 ∩ y1)

]
=

[
f1(v1, x1, (u11, h21(v2, x2))
f2(v2, x2, (u22, h12(v1, x1))

]
,

where v = (v1, v2), x = (x1, x2), u=(u1\y2, u2\y1)
= (u11, u22), h12 : V1 × X1 → Y1 ∩ U2, and h21 :
V2 × X2 → Y2 ∩ U1;

Figure 13. The layers of the control hierarchy.
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Figure 14. The composed system for the formation mission.

• Init = {((v1, v2), (x1, x2))|(v1, x1) ∈ Init1 ∧ (v2, x2) ∈
Init2};

• Inv = {((v1, v2), (x1, x2), (u11, u22))| ∃ u1, u2 s.t. (v1,
x1, u1) ∈ Inv1, (v2, x2, u2) ∈ Inv2, u1 = (u11, u12), u2

= (u22, u21), u11 = u1\y2, u22 = u2\y1, u12 = u1∩y2

= h21(v2, x2), u21 = u2∩y1 = h12(v1, x1)};
• E = {e = ((v1, v2), (v′

1, v
′
2)) ∈ V × V |(v1, v

′
1) ∈ E1

and (v2, v
′
2) ∈ E2 and Guard(e) �= ∅};

• Guard: E → 2X × U, which can be de-
scribed as Guard((v1, v

′
1), (v2, v

′
2)) = {((x1, x2),

(u11, u22)) ∈ X × U |(v1, v2) ∈ E1, (v′
1, v

′
2) ∈ E2,

∃u1, u2 s.t.(x1, u1) ∈ G1(v1, v
′
1), (x2, u2) ∈ G2(v2,

v′
2), u1 = (u11, u12), u2 = (u22, u21), u11 =u1 \ y2,

u22 = u2 \ y1, u12 = u1 ∩ y2 = h21(v2, x2), u21 =
u2 ∩ y1 = h12(v1, x1)};

• Reset: E × X × U → 2X where for the
composed system is defined as Reset(((v1, v2),
(v′

1, v
′
2)), (x1, x2), (u11, u22)) = {(x ′

1, x
′
2) ∈ X|∃u1 =

(u11, u12), u2 = (u22, u21) s.t. ((x1, x2), (u11, u22)) ∈
G((v1, v2), (v′

1, v
′
2)), x ′

1 ∈ Reset1((v1, v
′
1), x1, u1),

x ′
2 ∈ Reset2((v2, v

′
2), x2, u2), u11 = u1 \ y2, u22 =

u2 \ y1, u12 = u1 ∩ y2 = h21(v2, x2), u21 = u2 ∩ y1

= h12(v1, x1))}.

The control hierarchy of the UAV and the data flow
between the layers are shown in Figure 13. Using the
hybrid composition operator, the layers of this hierarchy
can be synchronised. Furthermore, using this composition
operator, the closed-loop system can be achieved. For
instance, the regulation layer with the motion planning
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Figure 15. State variables of the UAV.

Figure 16. Control signals over the mission.

layer for the online path planning, and the supervision
for the formation control have been composed and the
result is shown in Figure 14. This composed system gives
an insight into the closed-loop system for this controlled
system. Also, since most of the hybrid tools are developed
for a single-layer hybrid system, for this composed hybrid
model of the system, we can apply hybrid analysis tools
such as model checking (Henzinger, Ho, & Wong-Toi,

1997) and verification (Alur, Courcoubetis, Henzinger,
& Ho, 1993).

4. Implementation and experimental results

The proposed control structure is implemented in the
avionic system of this NUS UAV and several flight tests
have been conducted to evaluate this control hierarchy.
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Figure 17. (a) Zigzag path tracking; (b) circle path tracking; (c) velocity control.

Figure 18. (a) The schematic of the scenario with for a leader–follower case tracking a line. (b) The position of the UAVs in the x–y
plane.

First, the supervision layer for the offline path gener-
ation (Figure 10) together with the motion planning layer
discussed in Section 3.3.1 have been used to conduct a flight
test. The assigned mission in this experiment is composed
of several successive tasks. It starts with 8 m ascending,
followed by hovering, zigzag path tracking, velocity con-
trol, circle path tracking, hovering, and 8 m descending.
The mission ends with hovering. The state variables of the
UAV are shown in Figure 15. The control signals recorded
in the flight test are shown in Figure 16. To have a bet-
ter sense of the system performance, the reference signals
and actual flight test data in zigzag path tracking, velocity
control, and circle path tracking modes are presented in
Figure 17. As it can be seen in this figure, the system is
able to follow the given trajectory. Small deviations from
the reference path could be due to the wind disturbances
(around 2–3 m/s in the horizontal plane) and GPS signal
errors as the position accuracy of GPS is 3 m circular error

probability (CEP). The video of this flight test is available
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRbRkezVrpQ.

In the second experiment, we have implemented this
control hierarchy in the avionic system of a follower UAV
which is involved in a formation mission. For this exper-
iment, we have used the supervision layer and the motion
planning layer shown in Figures 9 and 11, respectively. In
this experiment, the leader follows a line path and the fol-
lower should reach and keep the formation. The follower
is initially located at a point that has a relative distance of
(dx, dy) = (−17.8, 11.4) with respect to the desired posi-
tion. Starting form a hovering mode, then the leader issues
the start command, and after 17 s, the follower reaches the
formation that has a relative distance of (dx, dy) = (−5,
−15) with respect to the leader (Figure 18(a)). The posi-
tion of both follower UAV and the leader UAV are shown
in Figure 18(b). The video of this flight test is available at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aji7rs-zUjQ.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a hierarchical hybrid control
structure for a UAV helicopter. This hierarchy consists of
three layers: the regulation layer, which is responsible for
reference tracking; the motion planning layer, which is re-
sponsible for the path planning; and the supervision layer,
which is responsible for the task scheduling and decision-
making. Each layer was modelled by an input/output hybrid
automaton and the discrete transitions and continuous dy-
namics of the system were simultaneously captured within
the hybrid framework. Then, a composed hybrid operation
was proposed to synchronise the layers of the control hi-
erarchy and to obtain the whole closed-loop system. With
this control scheme, two experiments were done to verify
the proposed approach. In the first experiment, the UAV
was involved in a mission composed of several successive
tasks, and in the second flight test, the UAV was involved
in a formation mission as a follower UAV. Both scenarios
were successfully implemented and the actual flight tests
showed the effectiveness of the control structure. As our
future research direction, further properties of the proposed
hierarchical hybrid control structure such as the stability of
the overall system will be studied.
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